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Boy Scout Troop 212 
Luminaria Kit Assembly Night 

Senior/Assistant Patrol Leader 

Responsibilities 

General information: 

 Assembly Night is a rain or shine event, 6:30 to ~8:30 pm. 

 Casual dress ‒ neither ‘Class A’ nor ‘Class B’ uniforms required.  

 Scouts must check-in/check-out with SPL and Assembly Night Supervisor. 

 Neighborhood team drivers (“kit haulers”) must first check-in with Sandmaster to get sand bags, 
then check-in with Countmaster to get Luminaria kits. 

 Typical Assembly Night production is 450 to 600 finished Luminaria kits. 

General Responsibilities prior to Luminaria Kit Assembly Night: 

 Print this document; bring it with you to your scheduled Luminaria Kit Assembly Night. 

 Print “Luminaria Program - Assembly Night Positions and Locker Layout.pdf” from Troop212 website. 

 Get and Print “Assembly Night Scout Roster” from Luminaria Chairman. 

 Choose senior Scouts for Countmaster and Sandmaster positions. 

 Assign each Scout a position; record it on ‘Assembly Night Scout Roster’ and bring with you on 
your scheduled Luminaria Kit Assembly Night. 

General Responsibilities on Luminaria Kit Assembly Night: 

 Arrive prior to 6:30pm and check-in with Assembly Night Supervisor (ANS). 

 Assign a Scout the Gatekeeper position at 6:30; get combination from ANS; instruct to stay until 6:45. 

 Assist with station setup, if necessary. 
(refer to “Luminaria Program - Assembly Night Positions and Locker Layout.pdf”). 

 Get two copies of the “Assembly Night Kit Hauler List” from ANS, put a copy at the ‘sand bag’ station 
and a copy other at the ‘supervisor station’; instruct Sandmaster and Countmaster to update their list. 

 Monitor each station and sandbag area throughout the night when assembly night is underway. 

 Stand at end of assembly table (position L; refer to “Luminaria Program - Assembly Night 
Positions and Locker Layout.pdf”) and ask SPL(s) to get Scouts’ attention. 

 Call Assembly Night to order at 6:40pm. Sign is UP! 

 Take roll-call of all Scouts present. 

 Assign each Scout a position. 

 Announce each item listed under “Luminaria Kit Assembly Night Briefing” section. 
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Luminaria Kit Assembly Night Briefing 

 Introduce names of Assembly Night Supervisor, Countmaster, Sandmaster, and Sweeper(s). 

 Mention that Luminaria is the primary source of funding for Troop 212 activities. 

 Emphasize that Troop212 creates “professional, quality kits”, which means... 

o It’s important that every Scout does his task correctly. 

o Understand your specific task at your station and stay focused on that task. 

o Always do a quick ‘QC’ of bag you get from the previous station before beginning your task. 

o Do your task exactly the same each time so every kit is consistent. 

o If something looks wrong, STOP and mention it to the Countmaster. 

o Rhythm, accuracy, and consistency are more important than speed during assembly. 

 Demonstrate kit assembly sequentially through each station; mention the responsibility and 
importance of each position in the assembly process. 

 Emphasize that candles are fragile. Scouts must handle kits carefully from Station 4 and 
beyond.  

 Instruct Scouts to toss onto the floor behind them all trash, empty bags and boxes, and debris; 
the Sweepers will collect trash.  

 Announce Luminaria kit goal for the evening (typically 500). 

Additional items to mention: 

 Scouts who need a break must tell the SPL prior to stepping away from their station. 

 Scouts must check-out with Assembly Night Supervisor and SPL prior to leaving for the evening. 

 Assembly Night ends at ~8:30pm. When production is within ~100 kits of goal, SPL will 
announce a 5 min break so Scouts can call their parents with anticipated pick-up time. 


